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Seasoned executive will focus on global growth initiatives to accelerate adoption of the company’s

market leading network detection and response platform 



SEATTLE – November 15, 2022 – ExtraHop, the leader in cloud-native network intelligence, today

announced the appointment of Chris Scanlan as president and chief commercial officer. In this role,

Scanlan will be responsible for the global sales and revenue strategy, initiatives, and operations. From

partnerships and the channel to resellers and direct customers, his work will maintain and improve the

customer journey across all facets of ExtraHop. He will focus on scaling and driving growth as the

company looks to take the number one market share spot for network detection and response (NDR). 



“ExtraHop is on a rocketship growth trajectory that is reinventing the network intelligence market,”

said Patrick Dennis, CEO, ExtraHop. “We’re ready for Chris to join us to build and run an

industry-leading sales organization. His unique background of working both in the partner and the vendor

ecosystem will help ExtraHop create deep and strategic relationships with customers and partners around

the globe.” 



Scanlan will play a pivotal role in leading the company’s international expansion initiatives while

overseeing the global sales, sales engineering, channel sales, and renewals functions. He will focus on

harmonizing sales operations across the regions, elevating the focus of every customer and partner

touchpoint. He also will tap into his extensive background in the integration and partner ecosystem to

ensure that the ExtraHop partner program is consistent and meaningful around the globe, establishing

ExtraHop as the top NDR choice for any partner-led opportunity. 



“ExtraHop is an industry leader in the space and its network intelligence provides the foundation for

all security and IT decisions,” Scanlan said. “I have an incredible opportunity to join a company

that provides essential technology for combatting today’s advanced threats. ExtraHop is well positioned

for growth and I’m excited to be part of its next evolution.”



An accomplished leader with more than 25 years of experience in the technology and cybersecurity

industry, Scanlan drove the strategy and execution for numerous companies that were poised for

accelerated growth. Most recently, he was CEO of Defy Security, a cybersecurity value-added reseller,

where his mission was to create the infrastructure and plan to support the company’s growth from $170M

to $500M. Prior to that role, Scanlan was president of Americas for Check Point Software and SVP of North

America sales for Cylance. In both roles, he helped build the foundation for rapid company growth and

expansion. He also brings extensive experience in the channel and partner ecosystem to his role through a

long tenure at Optiv. Scanlan sits on the advisory board of numerous cybersecurity startups. 



About ExtraHop



Cyberattackers have the advantage. ExtraHop is on a mission to help you take it back with security that

can’t be undermined, outsmarted, or compromised. Our dynamic cyber defense platform, Reveal(x) 360,
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helps organizations detect and respond to advanced threats—before they compromise your business. We

apply cloud-scale AI to petabytes of traffic per day, performing line-rate decryption and behavioral

analysis across all infrastructure, workloads, and data-in-flight. With complete visibility from

ExtraHop, enterprises can detect malicious behavior, hunt advanced threats, and forensically investigate

any incident with confidence. ExtraHop has been recognized as a market leader in network detection and

response by Gartner, Forbes, SC Media, and numerous others. Learn more at www.extrahop.com. 



© 2022 ExtraHop Networks, Inc., Reveal(x), Reveal(x) 360, Reveal(x) Enterprise, and ExtraHop are

registered trademarks or marks of ExtraHop Networks, Inc.
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